
Game of “Cardinals”
Find all the ways Dziwisz and Rigali are immersed in the John Doe 

Lawsuit from beginning to end.



John Doe vs the Catholic Diocese of Knoxville and Bishop Richard Stika



https://dioknox.org/office-of-cardinal-rigali

https://dioknox.org/office-of-cardinal-rigali




Cardinal Dziwisz to attend Cathedral dedication
August 17, 2017

An article from August 2017 tells the history of Stika, Rigali and Dziwisz and their acquaintance over 
the years. Obviously Stika has cultivated this friendshipwhich goes back to 1988.

https://etcatholic.org/2017/08/cardinal-dziwisz-to-attend-cathedral-dedication/
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Pope John Paul II                                                              Stanislaw Dziwisz

Stanislaw Dziwisz was a very influential prelate at the Vatican 
during the tenure of Pope John Paul II. Dziwisz was John Paul’s 
secretary for 39 years. Dziwisz is a person whose liaison with the 
pope makes him very important in the Catholic hierarchy.



November 2018 article, “JOY OF 
PRIESTHOOD.” Author Jim Wogan, 
Director of Communications for the 

Diocese of Knoxville

https://etcatholic.org/2018/11/the-joy-of-priesthood/
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Cardinal Dziwisz, a very close 
friend of my pastor in Poland and 
also (knew my family) he was 
visiting the Knoxville diocese 
when there was the dedication of 
the new cathedral. and then he 
came to Orchard Lake, my 
previous . . . my former seminary. 
He told me like . . . they need a 
Polish priest... they need a Polish 
seminarian and you should go 
there...

Some of the dialog from the podcast about Cardinal Dziwisz. Even this small part of the 
conversation shows that Dziwisz was a driving force for Sobczuk coming to Knoxville.

Quote from 
Wojciech 
Sobczuk

https://www.rememberthesurvivors.com/wojciech-sobczuk-audio
https://www.rememberthesurvivors.com/wojciech-sobczuk-audio


Bishop, deacon meet cardinal in Poland
July 11, 2010 edition of the ETCatholic

https://issuu.com/easttennesseecatholic/docs/july11.2010
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The seminarian went on to recount how Bishop Stika invited him to come to Knoxville for Easter
2018, and the rest is history.

Through a spokesman, Cardinal Dziwisz told the Catholic Herald he knows the seminarian only
slightly, and only met him 'by chance' during the Knoxville cathedral consecration, which took place
on March 8th, 2018. Easter that year was on April 1st.

"He does not know [the seminarian's] origins in Poland, Cardinal Dziwisz's email reply to queries
from the Herald stated. "He [Card. Dziwisz] did not support [the seminarian's] studies in the USA."
Dziwisz acknowledged that "occasional meetings" took place, "always on the occasion of the visit of
Bishop Richard Stika."

Cardinal Dziwisz 
reveals contradictory 
statments. The 
accounts by Sobczuk, 
Stika, and Dziwisz do 
not match!

https://catholicherald.co.uk/big-trouble-in-little-knoxville-misconduct-cases-bring-systemic-cultural-weaknesses-into-sharp-focus/
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Father Martin Gladysz also recommended to Knoxville 
by Cardinal Stanislaw Dziwisz, just like Sobczuk

Seminarian Wojciech Sobczuk               Father Martin Gladysz

The fact that Father Martin Gladysz is now an associate pastor at the Cathedral of the Sacred Heart of 
Jesus in the Diocese of Knoxville is no surprise.  Gladysz was asked by Cardinal Stanislaw Dziwisz to 
go to Knoxville to take over the Polish ministry, saying the Polish Catholics had requested Dziwisz to 
get them a priest.  This information is found in several places, most notably in Gladysz's own words in 
Episode 9 of the Diocesan podcast, "Inside the Diocese of Knoxville."  Starting at 8:45 in the podcast, 
Gladysz tells of Dziwisz flying to Chicago after the dedication of the new cathedral in Knoxville and 
asking him to come to Knoxville.  Cardinal Stanislaw Dziwisz is again embedded in events in 
the Diocese of Knoxville as a significant influence.

Gladysz podcast
Sobczuk podcast

 

In their own words Dziwisz recommends both Sobczuk and 
Gladys to Stika and the Diocese of Knoxville.  
Both report this in two different podcasts 
recorded by the Office of Communications of 
the Diocese.  Cardinal Dziwisz involves 
himself yet again in the business of the 
Diocese of Knoxville.  Click here for the 
podcasts. 

Father Gladysz incardinated into the Diocese of Knoxville

https://etcatholic.org/2020/06/dioceses-newest-priest-a-polish-missionary-incardinated-during-chrism-mass/
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In 2010, Bishop Richard Stika 
accepted $950,000 from the Dan 
Murphy Foundation.  The 
Foundation's mission statement is to 
help inner city teens in the 
Archdiocese of Los Angeles.

With the money, Stika bought a 
lavish residence for $820,000 in 
Knoxville.  With the remaining 
money, he upgraded the residence 
with an elevator and a chapel.   

https://danmurphyfoundation.org/
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2003 

Reprimanded - Chastised - Admonished - Warned

2011 2018 
3 grand jury reports - 3 different years - 3 criminal cardinals

Bevilacqua Rigali Chaput

Philadelphia Grand Jury Reports 

1. Get out of the Victim Assistance 
Coordinators business.
2.  Fix Review Board - ruling against victims - 
"devoid of common sense."
3.  Stop the cover-up. Be transparent with the 
people.
4.  Ditch the evaluation process of the AD. Get 
new process for evaluation - current process 
is a failure.

https://www.bishop-
accountability.org/reports/2005_09_21_P
hilly_GrandJury/Grand_Jury_Report.pdf

https://www.bishop-
accountability.org/reports/2011_01_21_Ph
iladelphia_Grand_Jury_Final_Report_Clergy
_Abuse_2.pdf

https://www.bishop-
accountability.org/PA_40th_GJ/2018_08_
14_Interim_Redacted_PA_GJ_Report.pdf
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Cardinal Rigali has a special office in the Diocese of Knoxville with a special section on the diocesan 
website.  He is listed directly below Bishop Stika on the website, indicating a position of authority and 
power.  No one can ignore Rigali's implied power in the diocese of Knoxville. 

https://dioknox.org/office-of-cardinal-rigali

Cardinal Rigali now resides in 
Tennessee in the residence of 
the Bishop of Knoxville.
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